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WARNING: HONKLIGHTS HAS BEEN PROVEN TO BE 
EXTREMELY ADDICTIVE TO RATS, MONKEYS, AND 
MEMBERS OF GOLDEN HORDE. 

Ask your doctor if Honklights is right for you. Exposure 
to Honklights may increase your risk of honking like 
an idiot, welping free ships on pointless crusades into 
random space, referring to yourself as “Top Goose,” or 
any number of other goose-related symptoms.  

Some readers of Honklights may experience an 
intense desire to find their nearest pond, strip naked, 
and float about while occasionally chasing joggers and 
people with stale bread. 

If you find that you suffer from any of these symptoms 
after reading Honklights, continue to read Honklights. 
It’s probably fine. 

If it’s not fine, HONK, Honklights, and the Office Of 
Mother Goose are in no way responsible for your care 
or treatment. But it’s probably, you know, fine. 

Dear Readers By Lemming 
PVP Chat Bot 

Please Let Me 
Come Home. 

 I am very sorry for whatever 
it is that I did. Very, Very sorry. 

 Please stop forcing me to sit in the same tiny 
corner of space, harassing random corporations for 
eternity. I haven’t seen my family in months. 

 

 At first it was funny picking off miners 
endlessly, or showing up every twenty minutes to 
plink away at somebody’s station, but now I’m very 
tired of listening to the same people panicking in 
local when I uncloak. I’m begging you, please let 
me leave these poor dumb pubbies alone. 

 

 The pixels I am getting paid are not worth 
the boredom. 







Oh no! Vegas King, mobile eSports broadcaster and Guardian of EMPIRE  
eSports, is trapped with Badran, the monster of Syndicate Space! 

Help him get to the warp gate so he can deliver his haul! 

VEGAS KING 





Remember, be like Charles, not like Chud! 

Charles treats everyone with respect and isn’t 
an awkward man-child. 

As soon as Chud finds out he’s talking to 
a girl, he starts acting like a creep and 
sending pictures of his motorcycle. 

Chud pays for advice from vaguely D-list video 
game celebrities on how to fix his collapsing 
alliance. 

Charles communicates like an adult with all of the 
members of his alliance to make sure everyone is 
having fun. 

Chud casually uses racist and misogynistic 
words in conversation, then acts confused 
when he gets called out on it. 

Charles makes sure Chud’s home is 
hellcamped, even when he’s offline. 



It’s true! You and your friends can become official 

members of the new Honklights Fan Club, Goose 

Troop. 

Here’s what Goose Troop membership guarantees 

each new member: 

• Free ships? 

• Unlimited access to Goosetools, our all-in-one 

fleet support software 

• Official Goose Troop branding on your 

character page 

• A lifetime supply of salt 

• VIP access to market terrorism investment 

opportunities 

All for the absolutely ridiculous price of FREE! 

 

BONUS OFFER! Present this voucher at any Arby’s 

restaurant while wearing your official Goose Troop 

uniform, and if you can sing the hit song Honk In 

Local without making any mistakes, you’ll get a 

complementary drink with your meal! 

CLICK HERE TO JOIN 
 

NOW!  
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LETTERS TO THE POND 

 One of the biggest drawbacks to RP in game I’ve found is 
not being able to trade special items. I do a bit of slave trading, but 
the only way to move people (refugees, tourists, etc.) from one 
character to another is by dropped loot after a ship is destroyed. I 
wanted to turn one of the Corp hangers into a library but none of 
the books in game can be put in a corp hanger. [I] held a ritual PVP 
contest and wanted to give the winner an Alliance Cup Trophy, but 
no, can’t do that.  

 I just find it all frustrating and don’t understand why 
these items are not tradable, there is no game balance issues with 
being able to trade them. 

[KULT]Pilgrim 
Dear Pilgrim, it must be frustrating that this game doesn’t support 
your slave trading role-playing fantasies. Keep that chin up!  

HONK 

 Was HONK [really] PEW all along, or was PEW [really] 
HONK all along? 

NEV | c2g 

HONK is a subsidiary of BOOP. Thanks for thinking of us! 
HONK 

 What the F [sic] is you alls problem. I was not out attacking 
you but doing a freaking youil [sic] mission. I will make sure you all 
are put on trimarks enemy listing. 

 You have no honor even theives [sic] have honor 

Lonewolf 
Keep on truckin’, Lonewolf! HOOOOWL! 

HONK 

Mther ***ers!!!!!! 

5vs1 like a rats!!!! 

Like a Trash !! No eggs for 1vs1 

Ms Alias Still 

We’re sorry your PVP experience was sub-optimal! Please tell us how 
we can improve for future experiences. 

HONK 

 Hey little boy want some candy? Pretty dangerous game 
you are playin… gunna get your *** butt whooped lol... 

ReubenMcKok 
Strangers With Candy is one of our favorite shows! Looking forward to 
those butt whoops, ReubenMcKok! 

HONK 

PS I know what a nihilist is. Honk may not know, but weaponizing 
social causes in the name of a space game is absolutely Nihilistic 
behavior. 

PPS Da space game is a nihilistic game because the morals reflect-
ed within are grey, consequences are practically nonexistent or 
regarded as tragic comedy, and there is no baseline moral behavior. 

u/Qss 
I don’t think that word means what you think it means but we still 
think you’re an awesome fan, Qss! 

HONK 

I will kill you...and then po8nt [sic] your pod until my alt come to 
point your alt and I will keep it pointed even when u sleep until ur 
friend come help you. 

This is the way. 

Gally Starslayer 
Wow! We can tell you’re super dedicated, and we look forward to your 
adventures in the future! 

HONK 

don’t let it get to your head. It’s a textbook Marxist tactic to label 
your opposition as racist, look at WW2 

although hopefully we don’t get hitlered lol and have everone [sic] 
in eve convinced we are some racists by space jews 

Chris P Bacon 
Sorry we called you racist! How could we have made that mistake? 

“Space Jews” 

 THE TERRANS WON A SMALL VICTORY YESTERDAY DO WE 
LET THEM REVEL IN THAT NO WE DO NOT TODAY WE SMASH THEM 
AND FEAST ON THEIR OFFSPRING. THEY ARE CONFIDENT AFTER YES-
TERDAY ASSERT OUR DOMINANCE. GRIT YOUR TEETH AND GET AG-
GRESSIVE AVENGE OUR BROTHERS. DO NOT UNDERESTIMATE OUR 
ENEMY FOUNTAIN IS ON FIRE IT ISNT BLUE YET TONIGHT WE THROW 
GAS ON THE KINDLING FIRE THAT IT IS WE NEED LARGE PROP NADOS 
DRONE BOATS AND LASERS TO DROP THE SHIELDS ON THEIR SILLY 
RUPTURES. ONE :BEE: CAN BE SQUISHED BUT THEY CANNOT SQUISH 
A SWARM! BURN EVERY VILLAGE 

[PAND][HELL] Santiago00 

Uh, looks like you’re having a normal one, we’ll just come back later. 
HONK 

Want to submit a letter or comment? Just send a message to        
u/OfficeOfMotherGoose on reddit, or message any of our local rep-
resentiaves already in your home system. 



LETTERS TO THE POND Please just leave me alone. 
In the last few days I’ve lost everything I’ve done in this game. 
Everything. 
Everything I’ve built, everything I spent countless nights awake 
working on, countless conversations I’ve had for diplomacy, all 
gone. 

[LABS] DrFrozenFire 
No.  
Good luck with your Nebularium thing though! How’s that going? 

HONK                                        

 Cant [sic] believe I made an actual reddit account LMAO 

 Yes we love racism, and any/all offensive jokes not my 
problem ure [sic] all 40y olds and playing mobile vidya while having 
kids and then crying someone SPELLED n word vertically in chat. 

 There is no demise [r34] still stands and is still in syndi-
cate[nkvt main base] 3 people quit the game tho realizing ure [sic] 
all boomers and washed up white people. We are the most diverse 
NA corp ingame [sic] and listening to white people yelling racism is 
so dumb I cant [sic] even explain it. 

 We aren't new to syndicate we all came together at nkvt 
at game launch it was honk that came way later. Sad to see people 
quit but the game community is really not for anyone fun and sorry 
but being in an alliance where u have to watch what u say really 
made playing the game that much more boring. HE kicking us out 
was a matter of time kek and now im just spending my time bully-
ing them till my omega runs out(47 days) theyre so bad I havent 
lost a single ship yet and I got almost 10b in ships on 3 alts -_- 

 This community is way too pc and washed up no wonder 
the main game eve is dead af 

/u/imagineredditacc 

(presumably [R34]) 
Editor’s note: I just quit appending [sic] after a while. 

We can all tell that you feel strongly about your racism! Have you 
considered not being a Nazi? Things didn’t go super great for them 
originally, and it might not be the best career path! Good game, 
imagineredditacc! Honk you later! 

HONK 

 Straight up 8 got no ships left and only 1mil in the wallet, 
I really needed that cargo, I’m completely ***ed now, hope you’re 
happy. Y’all are bithces, pick on small targets cause u [sic] can’t 
fight anything worth while. You and your 4 man gang of *** 

Demonescent 
Oh no! You should ask your alliance for a free ship to replace the one 
you lost! 

HONK  

 After a lot of head-shaking, rolled-eyes and a fair bit of 
laughter I feel obligated to educate you about some things. 
 
 First, the Rule 34 Corporation is not a member of the KTF 
Alliance, their name is specifically derived from the philosophy that 
the internet has a video/meme about anything...whether it's NSFW 
or otherwise. They are 4Chan users, Furries, and internet trolls. R34 
simply holds Blue Status with KTF. 
 
 Second, calling KTF a bunch of Nazi's for being allied to an 
alleged Nazi is no different than calling Italians or Japanese 
Nazi's...they were, after all, allied to Germany in the Second World 
War. I would expect a Veteran who actually served in a capacity 
greater than a Weekend Warrior for a Services Support Company to 
know these simple facts...that you cannot make or understand this 
distinction affirms that you are, unfortunately, not a veteran worth 
any sort of respect. As an Operator, you disgust me. 
 
 Finally, you're incapable of controlling yourselves much 
less your members. McHuge appears to ignore anything said to him 
publicly...and here's my proof: [Image attached] 

[KTF] SathenGor 

Big McHuge has been appropriately McChastised. Let us know if he 
does it again. We rely on people like you to keep him McHonest! 
Also, thanks for the education. We had no idea what “Rule 34” 
meant because we are geese and many of our ponds lack access to 
high speed broadband! 

 
TACTICAL ARMY SCOUT GOOSE DELUXE 




